The most comprehensive on-the-ground inventory.

Trim Boards
- INT / EXT SOLID PRIMED
- INT / EXT FJ PRIMED

Solid Boards
- CLAYMARK RADIATA PINE
- CLEAR™ by claymark
- FSC® CERTIFIED MATERIAL AVAILABLE
- CLEAR DOUGLAS FIR
- S4S & PATTERNS AVAILABLE
- C & BTR VG • C & BTR MG
- B & BTR VG • PRIME VG
- EASTERN WHITE PINE
- NeLMA™
- ALL GRADES & PATTERNS AVAILABLE
- APPEARANCE GRADE FIR
- SUGAR PINE
- SPF by claymark
- GRADES & PATTERNS AVAILABLE
- SPRUCE
- Utility & BTR KD STRAPPING LEDGER BOARD
- (GREEN, FULL 3/4")
- #1 & #2 ROUGH (GREEN, FULL 2")

Decking / Flooring
- DOUGLAS FIR
- ALL GRADES OF DECKING & PORCH FLOORING AVAILABLE
- TROPICAL HARDWOODS
- CLEAR DOUGLAS FIR
- S4S & PATTERNS AVAILABLE
- C & BTR VG • C & BTR MG
- B & BTR VG • PRIME VG
- EASTERN WHITE PINE
- Finger-Jointed Primed
- ALL GRADES AVAILABLE
- RED BALAU
- Decking and Accessories
- PREMIUM IPE
- Decking and Accessories
- SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
- S1S2E & PATTERNS AVAILABLE
- ALL GRADES & PATTERNS AVAILABLE
- TREATED PINE
- PREFINISHED & TREATED DECKING
- SELECT DEX
- DOUG FIR

Structural Products
- Boise Cascade
- Engineered Wood Products
- Versalam Beams, Columns, Studs & I-Joists
- Toko
- Architectural and PT Glu-Lam Beams
- Western Structures
- Architectural and PT Glu-Lam Beams
- Bright Wood
- FJ Dimensional
- Specialty Decking
- Fortified
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Boise Cascade
- Engineered Wood Products
- Versalam Beams, Columns, Studs & I-Joists
- Doogas Fir Timbers
- #1 Grade FOHC Exposed Appearance Grade KDS4S
- Radiata Pine
- Tru-Pine
- Durably Protected Structural Members
- Accessory Items

Your Source for Premium Building Materials.
Our facility expands across 30 acres in Lakeville, MA, and has developed one of the largest inventories of building materials in the Northeast.